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MANAGER’S VIEW

Agellum works across all devices to
give you full farm planning and
management capabilities.

Growers talk with suppliers at Ag Industry Day 2017.

ANNUAL MEETING AND AG INDUSTRY DAY MARCH 8

By Ryan Anderson,
General Manager,
CHS Ag Services

CHS Ag Services’ Annual Meeting and Ag
Industry Day will be held on Thursday, March 8,
at the Alerus Center in Grand Forks.
U.S. Farm Report’s Tyne Morgan will tape a
live show during our Ag Industry Day. Tyne does
a great job of bringing the best market gurus to
the panel. This year’s panelists will be Duwayne
Bosse of Bolt Marketing, LLC; Elaine Kub, author
of “Mastering the Grain Markets: How Profits Are
Really Made;” and Tommy Grisafi, a commodity
risk management advisor at Advance Training.
After the show, a panelist will lead one of three
break-out sessions:
The following breakout sessions and speakers
are planned:
• Grain Markets – Speaker: Duwayne Bosse
• Introduction to Agellum™ – New
CHS Farm Planning and Management
Technology, Speaker: Evan Sieling
• Refined Fuel and Energy Market – Jason
Wittek and Ben Lyden
Scheduling Ag Industry Days just a month
before our growers hit the field helps them
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finalize their plans. We’re happy to hold our
annual meeting in conjunction with this trade
show, which has been popular ever since the
first one in 2009.
Our annual meeting will be the first thing
on the agenda. Growers will hear a report on
the financial operations of the company they
own. After the annual meeting, the U.S. Farm
Report will be taped, followed by the breakout
sessions and a chance for growers to spend
time at the trade show.
Rick Dusek, executive vice president of CHS
Country Operations, plans to attend the CHS Ag
Services annual meeting and Ag Industry Days.
Rick grew up in Grafton, and we’re delighted to
have him as our special guest.
For more details, please check our website
www.chsagservices.com. We’ll be sending out
texts and emails prior to the event.
A new technology platform
Demand for precision farming services has
grown. As a result, CHS Ag Services just hired its
third CHS YieldPoint® specialist: Logan Hjelseth.

Read about Logan on page 8 of this magazine.
We’re also rolling out a unique technology
platform called Agellum. It’s new for 2018 and
only CHS Inc. has it. Agellum combines innovative
agronomy products, services and technology into
one strategic farm planning system.
CHS Ag Services did a grower survey last June. Growers
we surveyed expressed a need for technology that would
help them manage data and put it to good use.
Agellum will do just that. It collects data from various
equipment monitors onto one uniform platform. For instance,
data collected by Monsanto through Climate FieldView™ will
flow seamlessly into Agellum. So will data being collected by
your planters and combines, and the spreaders and sprayers
of CHS Ag Services.
You, your sales agronomist, and your CHS YieldPoint
specialist will have this data at your fingertips, as well as
information collected through in-depth field reporting, crop
tissue sampling and satellite imagery.
With Agellum, full farm management is possible. You’ll be

able to insure that every acre of your operation is working
toward its maximum profit potential.
See Tim Swanson’s story, page 6, for more on this
unique platform.
One more thing
In February, CHS Ag Services hosted a safety planning
session at our headquarters in Warren. We brought together
all of our location managers and safety specialists to focus
on health and welfare issues.
During this session, we discussed what we do really well and
what we need to do better. We developed key initiatives for
these leaders to take back to their locations to make CHS Ag
Services a safer place, both for our employees and our patrons.
Expect good things from our renewed emphasis on safety.

CHS MID-VALLEY GRAIN
FINAL ANNUAL MEETING
CHS AG SERVICES

Annual Meeting &
Ag Industry Days
Thursday, March 8, 2018
Alerus Center, Grand Forks

Starts at 9 a.m.

BE THERE!

Tuesday, March 6, 2018
Starts at 10 a.m.
Eagles Hall, Crookston, Minn.
AGENDA:
We will review the financials for the fiscal year ending August 31, 2017,
and answer questions concerning the division’s consolidation with CHS
Northwest Grain under the name CHS Northland Grain, which took
effect September 1, 2017. Lunch will follow the meeting.

SPECIAL GUESTS:
Rick Dusek, executive vice president of CHS Country Operations, and a
representative of the CHS Inc., board of directors.
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PRECISION AG

Stream data from
different equipment
monitors onto one
uniform platform.

WHY USE TWO
WHEN ONE WILL DO?

AGELLUM TRANSFORMS DATA
INTO BETTER MANAGEMENT

By Tim Swanson,
Sales and Development
for Northern North
Dakota and Minnesota,
CHS Country Operations
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Our new proprietary software Agellum
streams data from different equipment
monitors onto one uniform platform. It
uploads data directly and automatically
from monitors, seeders, planters, sprayers,
spreaders and harvest equipment, and
compares this information with other
operational, agronomic and financial records.
Agellum will not replace the CHS
YieldPoint program. It will partner with
it. Data collected by your CHS YieldPoint
specialist will roll into Agellum, as will soil
sampling results, scouting observations and
fertilizer recommendations.
You’ll have the ability to do some forward
thinking from past weather history and inseason data captured by the Agellum software.
Then, with a variety of actionable tools and
features, Agellum brings your data to life and
takes your operation to the next level. You
can plug in your expenses and calculate your
break-evens, allowing you and your CHS Ag
Services agronomist to make better decisions.
In these tough economic times, a lot of
growers are slashing inputs to save money.

Agellum allows you to run different scenarios,
quickly and easily comparing what will
happen if you make changes in the way you
manage your crop.
At the beginning of the growing season,
you’ll have a plan in place. But you’ll also have
the ability, with Agellum, to manage that plan
throughout the season and to look back at
how that plan changed over the year.
A big part of Agellum’s value will be
communication. If we see something in
your fields and snap a photo, it will be
georeferenced and flow right into the program
for you and your sales agronomist to review.
You can begin using Agellum immediately,
but the big strength will be down the road
with several seasons of farm plans, fertilizer
recommendations and yield results to look at.
Contact your CHS Ag Services sales
agronomist to explore how Agellum can take
your farming operations to the next level. You’ll
want to try a few acres at first, but for a half
penny a bushel on a 150-bushel corn crop,
you’ll want to get the whole farm involved.

Complete weed control in wheat
now goes by the same name.
New Huskie® Complete herbicide is
the all‑in‑one answer to your weed
control problems. Powered by a new
active ingredient, Huskie Complete
controls both grass and broadleaf
weeds, helps manage weed resistance,
and reduces the time and hassle of
tankmixing. So wheat growers can stay
focused on one thing: clean fields.
Huskie® Complete. The Power of One.™

Bayer CropScience LP, 2 T.W. Alexander Drive, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709. Always read and
follow label instructions. Bayer, the Bayer Cross and Huskie are registered trademarks of Bayer. Huskie
Complete is a Restricted Use Pesticide and is not registered in all states. For additional product information
call toll‑free 1‑866‑99‑BAYER (1‑866‑992‑2937) or visit our website at www.BayerCropScience.us
CR1212HUSKICA012V00R0

PRECISION AG

SAFETY AND COMPLIANCE

OUR NEWEST CHS YIELDPOINT SPECIALIST

Logan Hjelseth

Logan Hjelseth is CHS Ag Services’ most recent full-time
hire, but he is by no means inexperienced.
A native of Thief River Falls, Logan began working at Warren
even before graduating high school. During the summer of
2012, he worked in the shop, drove a water truck and eventually
a TerraGator.
For three summers, while studying ag economics at North
Dakota State University, Logan interned with CHS Ag Services.
He scouted fields, delivered products and treated soybeans—
eventually becoming a CHS YieldPoint intern in 2015.
In 2016, he worked as a CHS YieldPoint intern with CHS
Prairie Lakes in Elrosa, Minn.
“Without these internships, I’d have started from square
one,” Logan states. “As it is, I’m coming into the position of CHS
YieldPoint specialist ready to hit the ground.”
Precision agriculture is growing quickly, acknowledges
Logan. “I truly believe that one day our growers will look back
and say the same thing we say about the cell phone, ‘I can’t
believe we did without it,’” says Logan, who started his new
position on Jan. 2.

Fire Department personnel use the
Crookston terminal to practice high
angle rescue. Note: The gurney
contains a dummy, not a person.

BRINGING THE CLASSROOM TO YOUR FARM
CHS has a tradition of being involved in the
communities that surround its businesses. At CHS
Northland Grain, we honor that tradition by being
involved in community outreach events focusing
on farm safety. Whether it is an event that we
are hosting or whether we are helping out with
someone else’s event, we strongly believe in
sharing our knowledge of farm safety. Recent
events included setting up a booth at Crookston’s
Community Night and at the Polk County Fair
to reach patrons, their families and fellow
community members.
So far, we’ve conducted farm safety and bin
entry classes for Goodridge High School’s ag class,
provided our facilities to local fire departments
at Warren, St. Hilaire, Hazel, Greenbush and
Crookston for training, and invited area fire
personnel to specialized high-angle rescue training
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our employees were taking. Along with CHS Ag
Services, we’ve also hosted over 100 second and
third graders at a Progressive Ag Safety Day in
Warren. Local businesses and emergency services
volunteered personnel to educate these students
on a variety of safety-related topics.
And we plan to do more.
During the summer of 2018, we would like
to go onto a few farms and conduct bin entry
safety training for patrons, their families and their
employees. Along with bin entry safety, we can
focus on any other safety topics relevant to the
farming operation.
We’d also like to speak at ag and shop classes
in more schools. We have a variety of tools for
safety training, including a full-size rescue dummy
and a simulated grain bin for bin entry training.
If you are interested in on-farm or classroom
safety training, please contact Trevor Staehnke at
218-289-3574 or Jesse Bushelle at 218-666-6119.
We’d be happy to have a conversation about what
we can do for you.
Jesse and Trevor explain the hazards of
entering a grain bin to second and third
graders at a Progressive Safety Day held
last fall in Warren.

By Trevor Staehnke,
Safety and
Compliance Manager,
CHS Northwest Grain

By Jesse Bushelle,
Safety and
Compliance Manager,
CHS Northwest Grain
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FINANCE

PAY FOR INPUTS WITH YOUR CROP

By Andrew Schultz,
Finance Officer,
CHS Ag Services

At the end of February, we’re focused on
finalizing financing for your 2018 crop. Typically,
our sales agronomists will sit down with
you over the course of the winter, fill out an
application, and collect the financials required.
That continues into March. All the paperwork
happens pretty quickly. The turnaround on
approvals is usually a couple of days, if we have
everything in hand.
CHS Ag Services is offering similar financing
programs for 2018:
• 0% on chemical—due Nov. 15, 2018
• 2.9% on seed—due Jan. 15, 2019
• 2.9% on AFD fuel—due Jan. 15, 2019

CHS Ag Services is offering
financing programs for 2018.
Ask your agronomist or CES
how these financing programs
can benefit your operation!

If you haven’t already, it’s important to get in
front of your CHS Ag Services sales agronomist
or CES today and ask about these financing
programs. If they fit your farm, then begin the
approval process.
We try to keep things local. Your agronomist
and your CES are your contact points for these
generous programs. Ideally, you should be
talking with them over the winter months about
financing for the coming year, but sometimes
that isn’t possible.
If you like to pay cash each month and with
interest rates going up, it makes a great deal of
sense to finance at 0-2.9% rather than put your
inputs on an operating loan that might be at
6%. If you have a million bucks out there, that
operating loan interest can cost a lot of money.
Save interest on your operating note, and
make it more convenient at the end of the
year to pay for a bill with the proceeds of your
crop. Ask us about deferring payment on your
chemicals, seed and fuel.

FEEL THE PULSE
OF THE LAND
IN THE PALM
OF YOUR HAND
Maximize your return, acre by acre.
If your acres could talk, what would they say? Now you
can hear more clearly what your land is telling you with
Climate FieldView™, an integrated digital platform that
helps you optimize resources and maximize yield.
To get started, contact Climate Support at 1.888.924.7475
or visit Climate.com.
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Our services provide estimates or recommendations based on models. These do not guarantee results. Consult your agronomist, commodities broker and other service professionals before making financial, risk management, and farming decisions. Information and recommendations we provide do not
modify your rights under insurance policies purchased through our affiliates. More information at http://www.climate.com/disclaimers. iPad® is a registered mark of Apple, Inc. Climate FieldView™ is a trademark of The Climate Corporation. ©2017 The Climate Corporation. All Rights Reserved.
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CHS NORTHLAND GRAIN

ORGANIZING THE FLOW OF GRAIN

By Kent Bergerson,
East Operations Manager,

Two regional operations managers were appointed in the consolidation of CHS Mid-Valley
Grain and CHS Northwest Grain into CHS Northland Grain, which took effect September 1, 2017.
In our last issue, West Operations Manager Robert Staehnke spoke about his region. In this
issue, East Operations Manager Kent Bergerson will explain the strategy behind combining
grain grown at Grygla, Hazel, St. Hilaire, Red Lake Falls and Oklee into the company’s eastern
region, and loading it on shuttles at Hazel.

CHS Northland Grain

Grain flowing through the East Region of
CHS Northland Grain is loaded onto 105car shuttles at our Hazel location, which is
served by the Canadian Pacific rail line.
From there, most of the wheat goes to
domestic mills, the majority of it in the east.
All the beans go west for export to Pacific
Rim countries.
All of the grain being loaded onto shuttles
at Hazel comes in by truck. Our Grygla, Oklee
and St. Hilaire locations all truck grain to
Hazel. Red Lake Falls functions as a switch
location that can send grain to shuttle loaders
at Crookston or Hazel, whichever needs more
to fill its trains. In addition, West Region
locations at Greenbush and Roseau function
as switch stations capable of shipping grain
on the Minnesota Northern Railroad either to
Crookston or St. Hilaire, to be trucked to Hazel.

Recently, our Hazel location added inbound and out-bound scales, and a new
road and card-reading system which has
really sped up the flow of grain to that
shuttle loader.
Before, when Hazel unloaded 300 trucks,
it was a pretty big deal. Other locations that
have installed these systems have noticed
a smoother flow of traffic and up to 20%
increase in trucks dumped per day.
We haven’t shipped any corn out of Hazel
yet, but we’re in the process of installing a
corn screener so we can take foreign matter
out of the grain in order to make grade.
As a whole, CHS Northland Grain expects
to send around 42 million bushels of its
customers’ grain to market this year. That’s
the total handle of both the East and the
West Regions.

1

My role with CHS Northland Grain
I was in operations for many years. In recent years,
I stepped into a grain-buying role, and met a lot of
patrons I never knew. However, I’m excited to get
involved in the operations side of the grain business
again. Now I get to be involved in shipping those
patrons’ grain to market.
I have a great relationship with the managers. My
goals in the newly created position of East Operations
Manager will be:
1. To build long-lasting relationships with our
customers.
2. To utilize our current facilities in the most
efficient way possible.
3. To establish solid safety programs and keep our
facilities in compliance, for the well-being of CHS
Northland Grain’s employees and its customers.

3

2

4
5

Operations is more comfortable to me—working with
all the other employees to send your grain to market.
It’s what I’ve done for years.
One of my top priorities will be to get into the
country and visit with each of you on your own turf.
Every farming operation is different, and I want to know
what we can do to help make yours successful.

DIRECTORY
East Region
1

Grygla

294-6192

2 Hazel

681-5280

3 St. Hilaire

964-5252

4 Red Lake Falls

253-4294

5 Oklee

796-5125

chsnorthlandgrain.com
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CHS NORTHLAND GRAIN

NEW LEADERSHIP AT GREENBUSH
Mark Emery has been named operations supervisor at CHS Northland
Grain’s Greenbush elevator.
“I know Mark is excited about his new role and looks forward to growing
the business,” says Robert Staehnke, west operations manager. “Mark and
his staff will provide great service to growers in the area.”
Mark has eight years of experience working the driveway, grading grain
and loading trains at Greenbush. He has also worked in agronomy on a local
farming operation and in manufacturing for a local feed mill.
“My work in agronomy and feed taught me other sides of the farming
industry besides grain receiving,” remarks Mark.
A lifelong resident of Greenbush, Mark also operates a small hobby
farm on which he produces sheep. “I’ve always enjoyed the farming
industry,’ he states.
As operations supervisor at Greenbush, Mark will be responsible for day-today operations. In this position, he’ll depend heavily on his experienced staff.
“Mike Blumer has taught me a lot about grain grading and blending,
and about cleaning seed,” states Mark. He adds, “Jim Maddol is good
at maintaining our equipment and Westley Paulsen is willing to jump in
wherever needed.”
Mark says he respects and is honored to work alongside his co-workers.
“We all have areas we excel in and know what needs to be done,”
he states. “We’re like a well-oiled machine—unafraid to jump in and not
worrying about who gets the credit.”

LOOKING
FOR BETTER
MARKETS AND
MORE VOLUME

Mark Emery (left) visits with Mike Ellis,
trucker for Ward Wilson, Greenbush.
“Seems like there is always something
going on at the Greenbush elevator,”
says Mike. “I deliver spring wheat here
on a regular basis.”

The goal of A&S Ag Sales is to be the best in the business while ensuring customer satisfaction
& top-quality products. With honesty, respect & care for our customer’s needs,
we hope to gain your repeat & referral business.

Grain Storage & Handling Equipment
Products

Services

• Concrete • Grain Bin Erection
• Farm & Commercial Bins
• Steel Building Erection
• Steel Buildings • Grain Handling Equipment
•
Millwright
Service & Installation
• Towers & Catwalks • Dryers • Fans
• Crane Service
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Travis | 218•201•0782

A&S Ag Sales, LLC

Reece | 218•280•5890 Dustin Isaak | 218•686•5979
www.asagsales.com | Argyle, MN

CHS Northland Grain’s Greenbush
Elevator takes in primarily spring
wheat and corn from growers around
Greenbush to International Falls, 100
miles distant.
Besides buying the farmers’ grain
and shipping it to market, the Greenbush
Elevator also features a certified seed
cleaning plant to clean its own seed, as
well as the seed of its customers.
Storage capacity is 500,000
bushels on-site and 180,000 bushels
at an off-site location.
Greenbush has dryers at both
Dump A and Dump B. Dump A takes
wheat, and Dump B takes soybeans.
“At Dump B, we can unload a semi of
beans in 10 minutes,” says Operations
Supervisor Mark Emery. He adds
that “B” has a tower dryer and a

Greenbush Elevator

15,000-bushel wet bin.
“We’ve made improvements to
Greenbush over the years, and I’d say
we’re pretty well set mechanically,”
he states.
Merger benefits both
On Sept. 1, 2017, CHS Northwest
Grain merged with CHS Mid-Valley
Grain, forming CHS Northland Grain.
The Greenbush Elevator (together with
its sister elevator at Roseau 22.9 miles
up the track) came into the merger
through CHS Northwest Grain.
“A big benefit has been that we
get trains just about every week now,”
says Mark. These 30-40 car trains are
loaded at Greenbush and Roseau, and
shipped via the Midwest Regional and
Short Line Railroad. They go either to
Crookston to be loaded onto a unit train
on the Burlington Northern main line or
to St. Hilaire to be trucked to Hazel and
loaded onto a unit train on the Canadian
Pacific main line.
Western Operations Manager
Robert Staehnke confirms 417 cars of
wheat and soybeans were shipped
from Roseau and Greenbush, since

Sept. 1, 2017, and were put on rail at
Crookston and Hazel, bound for either
the Gulf or the Pacific Northwest.
“The added grain from Greenbush
and Roseau helped to increase our
volumes at these locations,” says Robert.
This new track for grain sold to
Greenbush and Roseau has helped area
growers as well.
It’s given both locations the ability
to stay open at harvest when they
would normally have filled up and been
forced to stop taking grain.
“Last fall, we were able to keep fluid
and continue to take grain—especially
soybeans—throughout the harvest
season,” notes Robert, who says both
the co-op and the grower will benefit.
“We look forward to increasing our
volumes at Roseau and Greenbush, and
to providing even better markets to
growers in the northeastern part of our
market area,” he states.
Mark agrees. “With the merger, the
markets have already gotten better,”
he states. “The basis has dropped quite
a bit and the discounts have become
more favorable, so more grain is
coming our way.”
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ENERGY

TWO EXPERIENCED SPECIALISTS HIRED
CHS Ag Services has appointed two new certified energy specialists
(CES) to call on existing customers, and present its products and
programs to prospective customers.
Clay Syverson worked as a truck driver and territory manager for
U.S. Foods for several years before operating his own grocery store at
McIntosh, Minn. Later, he sold tires and truck parts for Big Jim’s Tire, and
Lucken’s Trucks and Parts.
“I have considerable experience in the trucking industry, and the
tenacity to find the answer to any question,” says Clay, who joined CHS
Ag Services in October and covers Crookston, Fosston, Ada, Thief River
Falls and the surrounding areas.
Clay is most excited about meeting new people. “I’m not just
developing a business but friends and lifelong relationships,” he states.
Clay and his wife Teresa have three grown children, and a 10-monthold granddaughter.
“I’d like to put your mind at rest about ever running out of fuel,” says
Clay. You can reach him at 218-280-3451.
A native of Grand Forks, Tom Prout earned a degree in accounting in
Nevada. He returned to North Dakota in 2006 to work as a banker with
Alerus Financial. For the past three years, he managed the Ag Depot.
Tom joined CHS Ag Services as a CES last October, also. He covers a
territory from Grand Forks south to Fargo. Right now, he’s visiting farms
and putting a face to a name with existing energy customers, as well as
making some cold calls.
Tom brings a customer-focused approach to his new position. “I
believe the customer is right, and I’m very detail-oriented,” he states. “I
want to make sure each person has a good understanding of what they
are buying.”
Tom and his wife Sarah have three pre-school children ages 5 years, 3
years and 4 months. Tom encourages you to call him at 701-739-3304 if
you have energy-related questions or would just like to meet him.

Clay Syverson

Tom Prout

Through our patented Fusion® Technology, MicroEssentials® is the only one to
combine all three dimensions of smarter crop nutrition — uniform nutrient
distribution, increased nutrient uptake and season-long sulfur availability.
Using anything else is a short-sighted approach. Ask for MicroEssentials by
name and trust the only one with over 12 years of proven results.

GET YOUR HEAD IN THE DIRT AT MICROESSENTIALS.COM
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WORLD
GRAIN TRADE
GRAIN TRADE

SOYBEANS IN THE SPOTLIGHT
The U.S. had the best year ever, with record soybean acres planted and harvested, along with the second
highest yield, resulting in a record soybean production number for the 2017-18 marketing year.
The USDA has estimated the U.S.
to crush a record number of soybeans
(1.950 billion bushels) and soybean
exports at 2.160 billion bushels during
By Ami L Heesch,
the 2017-18 marketing year. The USDA
Market Analyst,
has pegged this year’s carryout at 470
CHS Hedging
million bushels, which is the second
largest carryout on record.
The carryout number has the potential to grow with
stiff South American competition for soybean exports,
specifically to China. The U.S. has exported 70.5% of the
2.160 billion-bushel soybean target, with a little over seven
months left in the 2017-18 marketing year. We need to
export at least 19.0 million bushels every week to achieve
the current USDA target.

The USDA has set an aggressive soybean crush number
for the U.S. We have seen the first three months of actual
soybean crush data, and only one of those has matched

the number needed to achieve the 1.950 billion-bushel
target by the end of the 2017-18 marketing year. The USDA
has room to lower their target in future USDA monthly
supply and demand reports, which, if they do, would raise
our current carryout number.
Brazil produced a record soybean crop of 114.1 MMT
in 2016-17 and Argentina’s 2016-17 soybean crop was the
second highest on record at 57.8 MMT. Both countries
have seen their currencies weaken, which has encouraged
increased farmer sales. Brazil has been an aggressive
exporter of soybeans to China. The 2017-18 USDA
projection for Brazilian exports is at 67.00 MMT, up from
63.14 MMT in 2016-17 and 54.38 MMT in 2015-16.
Soybean futures have been on a seesaw since July. Crop
production ideas for the U.S. began in earnest with harvest
a couple months away. South American planting intentions
were also beginning to be tossed around. The bean market
lost over a dollar on record crop ideas out of the U.S. and
increased soybean plantings for South America. Since midAugust, there have been ups and downs in the soybean
futures market based on weather concerns in Argentina.
Argentina has seen mostly dry weather since the beginning
of their row crop planting season, resulting in possible
crop losses. Brazil’s weather has been mostly favorable
throughout the growing season, which has led the trade to
believe the Brazilian soybean crop could be equal to or just
shy of last year.
If one were to average total production over the past
10 years for Argentina (tossing out the high and the low) it
would be near 52.4 MMT, which is in line with other years (not
including the past four years). If one were to do the same
with Brazil, the average would be closer to 85.2 MMT. So, the
USDA’s current figure of 110.0 MMT would still be the second

largest production on record and well
above the average Brazilian production
over the past several years.
As we move forward, the focus will
continue to be on weather conditions
for both Brazil and Argentina. The
trade will be anxiously waiting on yield
reports from SA and updated production
estimates. From there, the market will
swiftly shift to U.S. weather and the 201819 March Planting Intentions.
For now, we know we have a big
U.S. soybean crop, and another planting
season just around the corner. There is
the potential for another big Brazilian
soybean crop and an average Argentine
soybean crop to be harvested and
sold. The latest USDA South American
production estimates are 110.0 MMT
versus 108.0 MMT previously for
Brazil, and 56.0 MMT versus 57.0 MMT
previously for Argentina.
China is slated to import as much as
97.0 MMT of soybeans during the 2017-18
marketing year, compared to 93.5 MMT
in 2016-17 and 83.23 in 2015-16. The U.S.is
struggling with export demand as China
continues to purchase the lion’s share of
their soybean needs from Brazil.
The November 18 soybean contract has
seen a high of $10.28 ¾ back on July 12th
and a low of $9.39 ½ back on August 16th
and $9.30 back on June 23rd.
Take advantage of potential rallies in
the market by having sell orders in place.
Anything north of $10.00 is not all that
bad in my opinion

Argentine Peso

Brazilian Real

U.S. Soybeans Continuous

CHS Hedging LLC
The Right Decisions for
the Right Reasons
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Disclaimer: This material
has been prepared by a
sales or trading employee
of CHS Hedging, LLC,
and should be considered
a solicitation. There is a
risk of loss when trading
commodity futures and
options.
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LOCAL MARKETS
WHEAT MAY OFFER MARCH OPPORTUNITY
Right now, we’re in the doldrums. February
tends to be a slow month. But March could be a
time when the grain trade tries to secure wheat
acres and may give us a market that needs to be
sold. Not that you should sell all of your bushels at
this time, but it would be good to sell 20% or so.
I do believe planted wheat acres will be up in
northern Minnesota, so it would be prudent to
make some sales. At this point, wheat futures are
$1.00 or so higher than last year, and the Kansas
City-Minneapolis spread on spring wheat futures
has been around $2.00 for some time. If it stays
that way, protein scales will be very similar this
coming year to where they are right now.
Keep the protein discounts in mind when you
are picking your varieties this spring. Manage your
farming practices to give you the highest protein
you can get out of your varieties.
Beans bow to weather
Soybean futures appear to be in a trading range
of $9.40-10.00. U.S. ending stocks are growing
year over year. Until something changes, it will be

a shortfall in South America or the U.S. that breaks
through that range.
I don’t envision a lot of upside potential, but
any kind of a weather scare could amplify market
movements. Be prepared to make a sale if futures
rally to $10.00 or higher.
New crop values in that $10-10.50 area should
be sold. I recommend pricing 25% of projected
yield, but, as we know, our yields can fluctuate—like
they did this year. Bear that in mind as you make
your sales.

By Jeff Blom,
Grain Merchandiser,
CHS Northwest Grain

Corn unchanged
USDA’s January report did not do the corn
market any favors. Therefore, any rallies of 20-30¢
should be sold, in my opinion. New crop values at
$4 probably should be looked at.
With any amount of farmer movement, I do
believe basis levels will deteriorate. So having
basis contracts in place short term might be a
good move.
Hope for a spring rally of futures.

Keep the protein discounts in mind when you
are picking your wheat varieties this spring.

CHS GRAIN MERCHANDISERS
TYLER AANDAL, CHS Northland Grain, Crookston, Minn.

218-686-1717

JEFF BLOM, CHS Northland Grain, St Hilaire, Minn.

218-964-5252

LAVERN EMERY, CHS Northland Grain, Badger, Minn.

218-528-3205

STEVE FILIPI, CHS Northland Grain, Crookston, Minn.

218-281-2881

PAT KNUTSON, CHS Mahnomen, Mahnomen, Minn.

218-935-2261
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CHS MAHNOMEN

VETERAN UNFAZED BY SOFTWARE SWITCH
Cindy Andring grew up three blocks from the main elevator of the Mahnomen
Farmers Coop Grain Association. After graduating high school, she earned a twoyear degree at Moorhead State University. She returned to her home town and
went to work for the co-op. Next month (April 2018), Cindy will have worked at
the Mahnomen elevator 40 years.
So, how can this experienced
accountant be positive about a change
in technology? Well, maybe because
Cindy is a pretty positive person. She’s
seen the grain industry change from
handwritten records to computerized
accounting—from cash to contracts—
from Parker wagons to semis. But that’s
not what motivates her as the head of
accounting and administrative assistant
to General Manager James Hardy.
Plainly put, Cindy likes people—the
people she works with and the people
she works for.
“Getting to know the patrons
and their families after this long, I’ve
watched them grow up,” says Cindy.
“I’ve gone from grandpa to son, and
now the grandsons are farming—
so I get to see a lot of the family
background.”
When Cindy started working at
the Mahnomen elevator in 1977, the
manager did the buying. He called the
GTA office in Grand Forks 3-4 times
a day to ask the price he should be

“As far as our patrons
are concerned, I don’t
think they will notice
a whole lot of difference.
The customer may have
more information than
they’ve been getting, but,
with AGRIS, we’re already
giving them a lot.”

charging. He called again when he
bought the farmers’ grain, to report the
elevator’s position.
Today, a trained merchandiser
helps the farmer market his grain with
various contracts and everything is on
the Internet. But what hasn’t changed
is what still drives Cindy and the other
employees at CHS Mahnomen—the
desire to help their customers.
That’s why this 40-year veteran is
not fazed by the change in technology
approaching. Cindy and other CHS
accounting staff will spend the next year
making sure the customers’ records are
complete, in preparation for a projected
2019 launch of SAP, a new operating
software to replace the AGRIS system
that has served CHS well for years.
NOTE: Operating software is basically
what holds all a business’ information
and tells leaders what they need to know
about the health of the company.
According to Cindy, SAP should
allow CHS-Mahnomen to be more
aware of its financial standings
throughout the month.

“As far as our patrons are
concerned,” she states, “I don’t
think they will notice a whole lot of
difference.”
“The customer may have more
information than they’ve been getting,”
she continues. “but, with AGRIS, we’re
already giving them a lot.”
So, if you’re nervous about new
technology, take a tip from Cindy who
has been in this business four decades
and is looking forward to the change.
“The service we give [our patrons]
is very important,” she states. “That’s
what we want to continue to do.”
Editor’s Note: Cindy’s husband
Steve is a Mahnomen native as
well. The couple has one daughter,
Stephanie, who is married and living
in Thief River Falls. Stephanie and her
husband Steve have given the Andrings
two grandchildren.

JACK SCOTT
GILBY, ND

THE YIELD ADVANTAGE YOU WANT. THE WEED CONTROL YOU NEED.
Farming is more than just a job, and protecting the future of your operation is always
the top priority. Plant for success by staying one step ahead of potential yield threats
with a seed that’s bred to protect and bred to perform. Backed by 100% exclusive
genetics and access to advanced weed control, Asgrow® leads the way - this season
and for seasons to come.
VISIT ASGROW.COM/DAKOTAS FOR LOCAL TOOLS AND INSIGHTS.

—Cindy Andring
Accountant
CHS Mahnomen
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Individual results may vary, and performance may vary from location to location and from year to year. This result may not be an indicator of results you may obtain as local growing, soil and weather conditions may vary.
Growers should evaluate data from multiple locations and years whenever possible. Always read and follow IRM, where applicable, grain marketing and all other stewardship practices and pesticide label directions. Asgrow and
the A Design®, Asgrow® and Roundup Ready 2 Xtend® are registered trademarks of Monsanto Technology LLC. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. ©2017 Monsanto Company All Rights Reserved.

PO Box 128
St. Hilaire, MN 56754

RISK MANAGEMENT
BECOMING AN INSURANCE EXPERT
JanaDee Fuchs grew up on a family farm between Fertile and Beltrami. She always
understood the hard work that farming takes, but it wasn’t until she took over the
books for her family’s farming operation in 2012 that she understood the business side
as well. This experience made her entrance into the insurance industry easier.
“Now, I bring my farming
background to my work as an
agent,” says JanaDee, who sells
property/casualty, as well as crop
insurance for CHS Northwest
Insurance Services.
“Farm families are a little different than other families,”
she observes, “Having that background helps me relate and
communicate with my customers in a way they appreciate.”
For 12 years, JanaDee worked as a licensed esthetician
at a Day Spa in Fargo. For the last two of those years, she
drove back and forth from Fertile to Fargo after marrying
Tim Fuchs.
“My father-in-law, Lyle Fuchs, is an agent for CHS
Northwest Insurance Services,” says JanaDee. “He
encouraged me to me to consider insurance sales.”
Thanks to Lyle’s mentoring and her role as office manager
for the farm operated by her dad and brother, JanaDee has
become quite familiar with the crop insurance business. “It’s
so interesting to know the ins and outs of home, auto and
farm insurance, and how it works,” she states.
JanaDee processes all the crop insurance policies
sold by both the Fertile and St. Hilaire offices of CHS
Northwest Insurance Services.
“Each provider has their own web-based system that
generates the customer’s production history,” JanaDee
explains. “It’s technology that our agents just don’t have

time for, and it gives me the opportunity to learn the process
before taking on my own crop insurance clients.”
JanaDee likes representing CHS Northwest Insurance
Services. “We are able to work with a lot of different
companies. We can customize and find the best price with the
best product for the our customers,” she says. “I appreciate
having the competitive edge.”
Although many of their clients live within a 20-mile
radius of Fertile, JanaDee and her father-in-law Lyle can
write property/casualty and crop insurance anywhere in the
state of Minnesota.
“I have an office right on main street,” she states. “Stop
in and price out home, auto, recreational vehicle or crop
insurance whenever you are in town—or give me a call.”
Editor’s Note: JanaDee and Tim now have two
children: son Cullen, 4, and daughter Malin, almost 3. The
family enjoys going to the lake during the summer and
snowmobiling together in the winter.

CHS NORTHWEST INSURANCE SERVICES
Lonnie Longtin
Lynnette Nelson
Brian Berdahl
Lyle Fuchs
JanaDee Fuchs

218-964-5252
218-964-5252
218-964-5252
218-945-6964
701 -37 1 - 61 93

